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the elements embedded in the songs include loss, gain and hopes of the tamil
laborers. apart from the historical background, information on the characteristics

and essence of the malaysian tamil folk songs are also discussed in this paper. the
elements embedded in the songs were categorized and described. the findings

revealed that the essence of the malaysian tamil folk songs compiled by murasu
nedumaran, thandayutham and muthammal palanisamy expressed loss, gain and
hopes of the tamil laborers. this study aimed to discover the historical background

of the malaysian tamil folk songs. qualitative approaches with historical, descriptive
and explanatory designs were used for this study. apart from the historical

background, information on the characteristics and essence of the malaysian tamil
folk songs are also discussed in this paper. the researcher used information from

sources on malaysian tamil literature and malaysian tamil folk songs to analyze and
explore the historical background. information was also obtained from an interview
with murasu nedumaran, a tamil scholar. tamil nadu has the largest music industry

of any state in india. tamil nadu has also the largest number of music labels and
production houses. all four major film studios in chennai are housed in the kapalbai
estate and tollywood is the biggest film industry of all the south indian states. as a
result, the tamil film music industry has captured the imagination of the world. the
dravidian movement came into place to give tamil people a new identity. and that
was reflected in tamil film songs, says hariharan, who has collaborated with music
producer-analyst subasree thanikachalam, considered a walking encyclopedia of
tamil songs. they will be in conversation during the finale concert of activism in

tamil cinema, slated to take place at goethe-institut on august 26.
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mtv has created a series called mtv unplugged tamil. it is a six-episode show that looks at the tamil
film music of the past. it brings out the unique quality of the lyrics and music of some of the tamil
songs that are perfect for any wedding. from the 1950s to the 1990s, the music and lyrics of tamil
film songs are an important part of the wedding. so mtv unplugged tamil is a must-watch for any
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tamil wedding. the songs are sung by great singers like s jaishankar, s janaki, s prabha, s janaki and
many others. the 90s are the golden age of tamil cinema. in the post-2000s, when the new

generation grew up and started watching films, the 90s was the golden age of tamil cinema. tamil
film music and lyrics of the 90s are the best. they were ahead of their time and their music can still

move you. from the 90s to the early 2000s, there was no dearth of fresh music. the 90s also saw the
rise of the violin as a primary instrument in tamil film music. the film, directed by balu mahendra, is

said to be inspired from a real-life incident where the tamil nadu government was accused of
harassing the families of the militants who were killed in the incident. the film also is said to be

inspired by the life of gajendragadur, a dalit freedom fighter who was killed in the same incident.
while the actress aishwarya rajesh plays the role of gajendragadur's granddaughter in the film, she

will be seen in tamil as well as telugu films simultaneously. the film, which will also feature
newcomers like gagandeep singh and priya anand in pivotal roles, will release in december.
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